
Welcome to the module enMtled, Represent Vocabulary Words, the fi>h
module in the POWER:AAC training.

POWER:AAC is a project	  sponsored by the Pennsylvania Training	  and
Technology Assistance Network	  (PaTTAN). This training is one of a series
of modules designed to build the capacity of local educaMonal agencies
to serve students with complex communicaMon needs who require the
use of augmentaMve and alternaMve communicaMon systems.

This self-‐directed module tackles issues around the representaMon of
vocabulary words with pictures. A>er a brief review of some issues
about	  symbols and pictures, you’ll learn about	  words that	  are picture
producers and words that	  are not	  picture producers. You’ll be
introduced to simple strategies for teaching pictures for core vocabulary
words. Finally, teachers will share some advice with you about	  how to
manage different	  kinds of pictures on the visual support	  materials in your
classroom. This module will help you represent	  vocabulary for students
in your POWER:AAC classroom.
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Training in the POWER:AAC Project	  is primarily self-‐directed. Each
module is presented in a variety of formats, including a video format,
PowerPoint	  presentaMon format	  and a print	  version of the PowerPoint	  
with transcript	  notes. Some of the modules include supplemental
presentaMon materials. Each module includes a pre and post	  test	  
assessment.
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Please complete the pre-‐test	  before starMng this module.
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In this module, you will learn the answers to these three quesMons:
1. What	  are ways to represent	  vocabulary in an AAC system?
2. What	  pictures can be used in a POWER:AAC classroom?
3. How do I represent	  vocabulary in my visual support	  materials and

curriculum?
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Let’s start	  with what	  seems like a very simple quesMon. What	  are ways
to represent	  vocabulary in an AAC system?
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When discussing ways to represent	  vocabulary words for a student’s AAC
system, historical discussions usually focus on describing and comparing
common ways to represent	  vocabulary, such as gestures, sign language,
real objects, photographs, pictures, or printed leOers and words. In this
training, we are focusing on the use of aided AAC systems with children
who are symbolic, so that	  means our discussion will primarily be on the
use of photographs, pictures, and printed leOers and words.
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When considering symbols to use with students, early pracMce in the
field of AAC suggested that	  a student	  might	  need to progress through a
representaMonal hierarchy of symbols, from objects to printed words. A
body of research on AAC representaMonal systems is asking teachers and
therapists to re-‐evaluate this belief and pracMce. People are increasingly
quesMoning whether or not	  there is a representaMonal hierarchy of
symbols from objects to printed words.

Next, it	  has o>en been assumed that	  iconic or concrete symbols are
acquired by children at a faster rate than abstract	  symbols. There is
some evidence that	  shows that	  children learn to use concrete symbols
and abstract	  symbols at the same rate. And some have suggested that	  
abstract	  symbols have a greater benefit	  than iconic symbols when it	  
comes to generalizaMon of the concept	  and symbol.

This module includes a supplemental handout	  which lists the research
that	  explores and discusses these issues, along with some commentary
from a literature review by Russell Cross, a notable speech-‐language
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In light	  of this informaMon, it	  is the responsibility of the teaching team in
a POWER:AAC classroom to evaluate each student’s ability to use
objects, photographs, pictures, and/or printed words and leOers as an
AAC representaMonal system. As a team, you will select	  the most	  
appropriate representaMonal system for an individual student. Further,
it	  is the responsibility of the teaching team to monitor and document	  
how well a student	  is using his or her representaMonal system and, as a
team, to adjust	  or change the representaMonal system being used.
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For the purpose of this training, the assumpMon is being made that	  
students in a POWER:AAC classroom will use pictures as their primary
symbolic means of represenMng vocabulary. However, photographs
could be used to represent	  familiar people and real or favorite objects.
Printed words and leOers could also be introduced for students with
emerging literacy skills to promote further literacy development.
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If pictures are going to be the primary symbolic way to represent	  
vocabulary for students in a POWER:AAC classroom, then the next	  
quesMon is “What	  pictures can be used in a POWER:AAC classroom?”
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There are a variety of picture opMons used in the field of AAC. Some of
these picture opMons use single-‐meaning pictures where one picture is
used to represent	  a word. Pixons®, Picture CommunicaMon Symbols®,
and SymbolSMx® pictures are three single meaning picture opMons.

Vocabulary can also be represented with mulMple meaning pictures.
When using mulMple meaning pictures, a word is represented by
combining pictures or icons. The patented name for this approach is
Minspeak®. The most	  familiar Minspeak® program in English-‐speaking
countries is the Unity® program.

Both single meaning pictures as well as mulMple meaning pictures can be
used to represent	  vocabulary in a POWER:AAC classroom.

Let’s take a look at some common words and how they are represented
with pictures in the field of AAC.
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Let’s start	  with some common verbs that	  are said by typically developing
children by the age of 24 months. Can you figure out	  what	  these pictures
mean? (click)
They are the SymbolSMx pictures for do, like, get, and help.
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Next, let’s look at some common adjecMves that	  are said by typically
developing children. Can you figure out	  what	  these pictures mean?
(click)	  
They are the Pixon pictures for hard, sick, Mred, and cold.
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Now let’s consider some pictures for pronouns and liOle words that	  are
said by children by the age of 24 months. This Mme, you’ll see pictures
from the Picture CommunicaMon Symbols set	  of pictures. Can you figure
them out? (click) They are the pictures for it, that, my, and me.
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Finally, let’s look at some nouns commonly said by young children.
These pictures are the easiest	  to interpret. (click) Why is that?

Well, the challenge of represenMng words with pictures is due to the
nature of the words being represented. When looking at pictures as a
way to represent	  words, a word is either classified as a picture producer
or as a non-‐picture producer.
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According to the AAC Language Lab, a word is classified as a picture	  
producer	  when that	  word, when represented by a picture, can be
understood across languages and cultures without	  explanaMon or
training. However, a word is classified as a non-‐picture	  producer	  when
that	  word, when represented by a picture, CAN NOT be interpreted
across languages and cultures without	  training or explanaMon.
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Most	  nouns used in a student’s AAC system are picture producers. These
are the words that	  generally make up the student’s extended or fringe
vocabulary.

These nouns, because they are usually picture producers, are easy to
represent	  with a picture. The pictures for these words might	  vary
between AAC picture opMons, but	  most	  vary in style, rather than
content. Although the picture may not	  look exactly like the object	  
familiar to the child, the child can cope with these differences when the
picture is placed on his or her AAC system.
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However, most	  core vocabulary words are NOT picture producers.
Whether you are using Picture CommunicaMon Symbols, SymbolSMx, or
Pixons, the pictures provided for core vocabulary words are not	  
guessable pictures. According to Hill (2001), only 10% of core
vocabulary words produce a picture that	  is easily and universally
understood without	  explanaMon or training. And, according to Banajee,
Dicarlo and Stricklin (2003), only 5% of words used by toddlers who
speak are picture producers.

In a POWER:AAC classroom, a student’s personal AAC system includes a
robust	  set	  of core vocabulary words. That	  means, regardless of the
picture set	  or system used, the student’s core vocabulary will be
represented with pictures that	  are not	  guessable.
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What	  about	  sentences? Are they picture producers or non-‐picture
producers. In a nutshell, NO sentence is ever a picture producer. Each
of these pictures is being used to represent	  a sentence and is taken from
an actual student’s AAC system. Can you figure them out? Probably
not. Someone did the best	  job he could to select	  a picture to mean:
(click)	  
1. What	  have you been up too?
2. That	  sounds like fun.
3. Take care of yourself.

Remember, the challenge of represenMng words, phrases, or sentences
with pictures has NOTHING to do with the picture set	  or system being
used. The challenge of represenMng words with pictures is due to the
abstract	  nature of words and language.
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So what	  is a person supposed to do? Do you focus on vocabulary that	  is
easy to represent	  with a picture, or do you jump in and tackle teaching
words that	  are not	  picture producers.
In a POWER:AAC classroom, we hope you are willing to undertake the job
of teaching core vocabulary words, even if they are not	  picture
producers.	  
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At	  the 2015 Statewide Conference for the Texas AssisMve Technology
Network, Dr. Carole Zangari, a leader in the field of AAC, stated that	  
“limiMng access to language limits the potenMal for developing
language.”

If you limit	  a child to words that	  are easy to represent	  with pictures, you
will be limiMng that	  child’s vocabulary, which in turn will limit	  that	  child’s
potenMal for developing language.
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Dr. Zangari, in her presentaMon, recommended that	  instrucMonal teams
provide the child with access to core vocabulary words represented with
pictures, even if the child does not	  yet	  fully understand the words or the
pictures for those words. Once provided with access to core vocabulary,
it	  is the responsibility of the team to implement	  instrucMonal strategies
to teach the core vocabulary words and the pictures for those words.

Modules 7 and 8 focus on instrucMonal strategies that	  are effecMve for
teaching the student	  to learn and use core vocabulary words
represented with pictures. Therefore, that	  issue will not	  be covered in
this module.
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The last	  quesMon in this module is: How do I represent	  vocabulary in my
visual support	  materials and curriculum?
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An obvious answer is to use the same picture set	  or system that	  is used
in the student’s AAC system. If the student	  has a manual communicaMon
board or app that	  uses Pixons, then you make visuals and curriculum
materials using Pixons. If the student	  uses a device with Minspeak and
the Unity Minspeak ApplicaMon Program, then you make visuals and
curriculum materials with Unity icons. The same principle is applied with
students who use devices or apps with Picture CommunicaMon Symbols,
SymbolSMx, or any other picture set.
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Let’s consider Jimmy.

Jimmy is using an Accent	  1000 with the Unity™84 Minspeak program. He
is in the early stages of learning to use his AAC device. His teacher and
parents have decided that	  Jimmy needs to be able to say “help	  me”
because he is using behavior instead of communicaMon when he is
frustrated. Therefore, his teacher made Jimmy-‐specific visual supports.
She posted the symbolized phrase “help	  me” by his cubbie where he
hangs up his jacket, another by the shelf where he places his snack bag,
and another by the computer staMon where he plays computer games in
his free Mme, and yet	  another by the interacMve whiteboard where he
does lessons with his class. She also carries, on a lanyard around her
neck, a card with the “help	  me” phrase for use in unanMcipated
situaMons.
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Jimmy has a classmate named Suzie. Suzie, however, uses a Nova	  Chat	  
with a customized version of Word Power. Like Jimmy, Suzie needs to
learn how to ask for help. However she needs her own Suzie-‐specific,
customized visual supports to help her learn the SymbolSMx pictures and
the navigaMonal paths that	  she has to use to find and say the words
“help” and “me.” Suzie’s teacher made a second set	  of visuals for Suzie
and posted the symbolized phrase “help	  me” by her cubbie where she
hangs up her jacket	  and by her assigned computer staMon. By the shelf
where students place their snack bags, she placed Suzie’s visual below
Jimmy’s visual; and by the interacMve whiteboard, she did the same
thing. The “help me” card she wears on her lanyard has Jimmy’s visual
on one side and Suzie’s visual on the other side.
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In these examples of Jimmy and Suzie, the teacher is using visuals to help
Jimmy and Suzie learn to say the words on their individual, personalized
AAC systems. Their teacher made student-‐specific visuals to help them
learn specific words. Their visuals are also helping them learn how to put	  
two words together in a short	  phrase. The purpose of these visuals is to
help Jimmy and Suzie become independent	  and automaMc in their
language producMon.
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Many teachers send visuals home to the parents to help the parents
interact	  with their child using the AAC system. To promote family-‐child
interacMon using the AAC system, it	  is essenMal that	  the visuals sent	  
home to parents be student-‐specific, using the picture set	  or system that	  
is used by their child.
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In the example of Jimmy and Suzie, they have visuals which were made
specifically for them so that	  they could learn the words and symbols in
their AAC systems. Their visuals are helping them learn their vocabulary
and use that	  vocabulary to say phrases and sentences.

However, Jimmy and Suzie are in a classroom and they also have to
parMcipate acMvely in their curriculum. In order to help Jimmy and Suzie
parMcipate in the curriculum, their teacher will add pictures or symbols
to their curriculum materials or even custom-‐design materials to support	  
all areas of the curriculum, such as reading, math, and language arts. As
they are learning the vocabulary and symbols in their AAC systems, these
materials are made with the pictures and symbols from their AAC
systems.

The classroom teacher might	  also have visuals in a classroom for Jimmy
and Suzie to understand informaMon and expectaMons. For example, a
teacher might	  post	  a visual schedule to help a student	  complete a task or
regulate their behavior throughout	  the day.
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However, using student-‐specific visuals for all of your classroom visual
material needs may not	  be possible when you have students using a
variety of AAC systems in your classroom. Plus, there are many
educaMonal materials that	  are implemented in classrooms which use
other types of pictures and visuals.

Imagine, if you will, that	  you have two students in your classroom using
AAC systems. One is using Pixons on a manual communicaMon board and
the other is using LAMP Words for Life on an iPad – which uses Unity
icons. At	  this point, you have to consider how to make and use visuals
for two picture systems. Plus, your school is implemenMng the Unique
Learning Systems curriculum, a curriculum specifically designed for
students with special needs, which includes lesson plans and interacMve
materials teachers can integrate into classroom learning acMviMes. As
part	  of the school-‐wide program, you will use the Unique Learning
System with your students, exposing them to a symbol set	  that	  is
different	  from the pictures in their AAC systems.
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Let’s see how that	  scenario would play out	  for the student	  using Pixons
on a manual communicaMon board.

It is winter, you are doing a lesson on the weather, and you are talking
about	  it	  being “cold” outside. For the student	  using Pixons, “cold” is
represented with a shivering person. In the lesson from the Unique
Learning Systems curriculum, the student	  is introduced to a SymbolSMx
picture that	  is similar, with the addiMon of a thermometer. The teacher
plans on using a book on weather that	  another teacher shared with her
which was made with the Boardmaker so>ware, so the student	  now sees
“cold” represented with the Picture CommunicaMon Symbol picture of an
ice cube. Plus, using the computer in her classroom and the interacMve
whiteboard in her classroom, the teacher is using a great	  online program
about	  the weather which introduces yet	  another graphic for the idea	  of
cold.

Should the teacher be concerned about	  exposing her student	  to four
different	  pictures for the word “cold?”
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Pictures are part	  of ANY classroom support	  materials, regardless of
whether or not	  the materials or pictures are developed for students with
special needs who use AAC systems. They are simply pictures that	  are
included in the lesson to provide visual support	  of the concepts being
taught. They are not	  compeMng with the pictures used on a student’s
personal AAC system. They are just	  pictures used to support	  learning in
a lesson.

So, during a lesson that	  includes visuals with pictures, a teacher adjusts
her instrucMon to ensure that	  the student	  benefits from seeing different	  
graphics.
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When it	  is Mme to do the lesson from the Unique Learning System
curriculum, the teacher provides her instrucMon, which might	  include
using elements of the picture in order to enhance understanding of the
concept	  of cold.

However, when she asks the student	  a quesMon to help the student	  
apply the concept	  to his own life experience, she expects her student	  to
use the word and picture on his own AAC system.
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When reading the symbolized book about	  the weather, the teacher
might	  use a cloze procedure to encourage the student	  to pracMce
reading and saying the word “cold.” As they read along, the student	  fills
in the word “cold” using his own AAC system, not	  by poinMng at the PCS
picture of cold in the book. Using this instrucMonal strategy, the teacher
has greater confidence that	  the student	  is learning to read the word
“cold” because he is finding the word on his own AAC system.
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When using the program on the whiteboard, the teacher gives her
instrucMon and asks Jimmy, the student	  who uses an AAC system, to
come up and touch the picture that	  will run a video of a snow storm.
A>er watching the video, she confirms that	  he understands the
relaMonship between the temperature and snowing by asking him to
describe the temperature using his own AAC system.
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In these three examples, the different	  pictures used in the visual
materials on the weather enhance comprehension of the concept	  of
“cold.” The student	  is exposed to different	  pictures, showing different	  
aspects of the concept	  of “cold.” However, when it	  comes Mme for the
student	  to talk about	  “cold,” the teacher organizes her instrucMon to
have the student	  respond using his or her own personal AAC system.
This supports learning of the concept, the word, and the picture in the
AAC system.
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A>er compleMng this module, you can now answer these three
quesMons:
1. What	  are ways to represent	  vocabulary in an AAC system in a

POWER:AAC classroom? The answer – there are many ways, but	  in a
POWER:AAC classroom, vocabulary will primarily be represented with
pictures.

2. What	  pictures should be used in a POWER:AAC classroom? The
answer: Any picture set	  or system can be used. And any picture set	  
or system has to represent	  core words which are not	  picture
producers. This challenge is the same regardless of the picture set	  or
system used.

3. How do I represent	  vocabulary in my visual support	  materials and
curriculum? The answer: Whenever possible, make student-‐specific
visual support	  materials to help the student	  learn the words and
pictures in the AAC system. Use the graphics in curriculum materials
to enhance concept	  development, but	  during the lesson, encourage
the student	  to talk using his or her own AAC system, rather than with
the graphics in the curriculum materials.
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You are encouraged, following this module, to apply what	  you have
learned. Please complete the following applicaMon acMviMes.
1. Review the picture sets and systems used in your classroom. List	  the

picture sets or systems used in your students’ personal AAC systems
and in the educaMonal and visual support	  materials used in your
classroom.

2. Select	  and compare 20 core vocabulary words as they are
represented in AAC systems used by students in your classroom. If
you need help in selecMng 20 core words, review the list	  of core
words from Module 4.

3. Discuss, as a team, any concerns you might	  have regarding using
different	  graphics in visual support	  materials.
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Please complete the post-‐test	  for this module.
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